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Load Content Faster



any device, any time, any where
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Intelligent Application Control



for mobile and desktop traffic
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Superscale your Applications



on any infrastructure, public or private cloud
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Detect and Prevent Security Attacks



before they impact your business




















Accelerate
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Increase application performance, employee productivity and customer revenue.





Control
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Deliver customised content based on users, regions, or devices with ease.





Scale
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Ensure service up time and improve service SLAs.





Secure
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Protect your critical applications from online threats and attacks while achieving compliance.







Customer Spotlight


	




The increase in throughput for our sites has been amazing.
We had 1gbps license on our other solution and we thought we
needed it but Ishlangu processes the certificates and all of the load balancing
so much faster we aren't coming close to the max throughput.
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Dallin Johnston

COO at Utah Health Information Network






	




Ishlangu load balancer provides us with complete control of our application traffic.
The built-in app firewall gives us the peace of mind our application traffic is secure.
Its transparent support of web socket traffic is amazing, simple to setup
and one of the many reasons we chose Ishlangu. Its rock-solid stability and performance
have also really impressed us.
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Darren Clarke

CTO at Dab Gaming LTD






	




There are many products that kind of do the same, but Ishlangu gives you rock-solid stability,
performance and most of all flexibility. The admin console is very easy to use and their support team are fantastic.
I would highly recommend this product!
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Samuel Olsson

CPO at Glance Mobile LTD






	




Ishlangu was a clear choice for us - the feature set is extensive and powerful.
uControl Script gives us a level of control on our application traffic and I could
not find any other products with this flexibility. I would highly recommend Ishlangu
to anyone looking to improve the performance, resiliency and availability of their
online platform. Their support has been fantastic and has helped us every step of
the way.
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Lloyd Tjelle

IT Manager at Amiantit Technology













Ishlangu Accelerates
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Lastest news



Load Balance with TCP Fast Open




HTTP/2 Load Balancer




Mitigate Microsoft's MS15-034 DoS





What we do

	Load Balancer
	Firewall
	Web Acceleration
	Web Security
	Application Scalability
	Application Delivery





Find out more

	Ishlangu
	Models
	Features
	Comparison





Get in touch

	 Elgar Drive
Witham Essex
CM8 1QD
United Kingdom
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